Abstract. The notion of a weak duality involution on a bicategory was recently introduced by Shulman in [17] . We construct a weak duality involution on the fully dualisable part of Alg 2 , the Morita bicategory of finite-dimensional kalgebras. The 2-category KV k of Kapranov-Voevodsky k-vector spaces may be equipped with a canonical strict duality involution. We show that the pseudofunctor Rep : Alg
Introduction
It is well-known that the category of (right) modules Mod A over an algebra A provides important information about A itself. Indeed, much of modern algebra is concerned with the study of categories of representations and their structures. A classical notion of equivalence between algebras is Morita equivalence: introduced in [15] , two algebras A and B are Morita equivalent if their categories of right modules Mod A and Mod B are equivalent. An elegant reformulation of Morita equivalence between algebras can be obtained via the language of bicategories. Briefly, by regarding algebras as objects of a Morita bicategory 1 , Morita equivalence corresponds to the notion of equivalence internal to a bicategory. Since the Morita bicategory is a convenient (higher) categorical environment where algebras and their equivalences live, it is natural to investigate the various structures that such a bicategory supports.
In this short paper we investigate one particular structure recently introduced in [17] , namely a weak duality involution on a bicategory, which axiomatises and generalises the operation of "taking the opposite category", together with opposite functors and natural transformations. In a precise sense, this can be regarded as a categorification of taking the dual of an object in a rigid monoidal category. Concretely, we will construct a canonical weak duality involution on the fully dualisable sub-bicategory of the Morita bicategory Alg 2 of finitedimensional algebras. The full dualisability condition, which we explain in the paper, can be morally regarded as a finiteness condition on objects and 1-morphisms of a bicategory. The appearence of fully dualisable bicategories opens an interesting relation to the study of framed fully extended 2d topological quantum field theories, as in [14, 16] . More precisely, the core of the fully dualisable part of Alg 2 corresponds to the symmetric monoidal bifunctors from the framed two-dimensional bordism category Bord f r 2 to Alg 2 itself. It is then natural to expect that Bord f r 2 comes equipped with a weak duality involution of geometric origin. Though one of the hidden motivations behind the present work, we will leave this line of research to future developments.
After quickly discussing how the 2-category KV k of Kapranov-Voevodsky vector spaces corresponds to the fully dualisable part of LinCat k , we show that KV k can be canonically equipped with a strict duality involution. We then consider the bifunctor Rep which sends an algebra to its category of representation. We prove that Rep can be canonically equipped with all the necessary data of a duality pseudofunctor. Since Rep is an equivalence of bicategories, this can be regarded as an instance of the strictification theorem proven in [17] , which states that any bicategory with weak duality involution is biequivalent to a 2-category with strict duality involution via a duality pseudofunctor.
The constructions presented in Section 5 and 6 are structural enough to allow for a generalisation. In the last part of the paper we consider the case of algebras in a symmetric semisimple finite tensor category C, and their Morita bicategory Alg 2 (C). We identify the target of the representation bifunctor Rep C as the 2-category Mod ss (C) of semisimple module categories over C, which we briefly recall in the paper. After equipping Mod ss (C) with a weak duality involution, we argue that Rep C can be made into a duality pseudofuntor. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall some basic aspects of the Morita bicategory of finite dimensional algebras, and we fix some notation regarding modules over an algebra.
In Section 3 we discuss finite linear categories and illustrate some properties of fully dualisable bicategories. We also discuss Kapranov-Voevodsky vector spaces and the representation bifunctor.
In Section 4 we review weak duality involutions on bifunctors and duality pseudofunctors.
In Section 5 we construct a weak duality involution on the fully dualisable sub-bicategory Alg → KV k can be canonically equipped with the structure of a duality pseudofunctor, providing a strictification biequivalence.
Finally, in Section 7 we briefly describe a generalisation of the results obtained in the previous sections. In particular, we consider module categories and argue that they come equipped with a canonical weak duality involution. We then state a claim concerning the representation pseudofunctor Rep
. In Appendix A.1, we provide some background material concerning modules over finite-dimensional algebras, while in Appendix A.2 we give the details of the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Throughout the paper, we assume the reader to be familiar with the language of bicategories and associated higher categorical constructions. Also, we always assume the field k has characteristic 0 and is algebraically closed. support from the COST Action MP1405 QSPACE, funded by COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology).
The Morita bicategory of algebras
In this section we briefly review some aspects of the Morita bicategory of algebras, and some standard notation regarding modules and bimodule over finite-dimensional algebras; see Appendix A.1 for more details. We refer the reader to [3, 12] for the terminology and details concerning bicategories and their functors. Throughout the paper, the terms "algebra" and "bimodule" will always refer to the sort appearing in the definition of Alg 2 ; similarly for "right modules", etc.. Moreover, if M is an (A, B)-bimodule, we indicate this by writing A M B , though at times we will drop the subscripts. In the following, we schematically recall some basic features of Alg 2 and related notions which will be useful in later sections of the paper.
The composition operations for 1-and 2-morphisms in Alg 2 are defined as follows 2 • composition of 1-morphisms: for A M B and B N C bimodules, their composition is defined as
• vertical composition of 2-morphisms: for f : A M B → A N B and g : A N B → A P B intertwiners, their vertical composition is defined as
We refer to Appendix A.1 for details on the constructions above. The coherence data for the bicategory Alg 2 arise as follows
• associators: for A M B , B N C and C P D , the associator isomorphism
of tensor products of bimodules; • unitors: for any algebra A, the unit 1-morphism 1 A : A → A is given by A itself regarded as a (A, A)-bimodule; for any (A, B)-bimodule M, the left and right unitor isomorphisms
The isomorphisms above satisfy the compatibility diagrams for the coherence data of a bicategory.
Remark. Our notation for the Morita bicategory of algebras differs from the one used in [13] . 
Recall the following
Two objects x and y in a bicategory B are called equivalent if there exists an equivalence between x and y.
The following is a well-known result. The following notation will be used (hopefully) consistently throughout the paper.
If N) which, additionally, are compatible with the right B-action. We avoid completely the analogous notion for left modules, so that our notation for morphisms of right-modules is unambiguous.
Given bimodules A M B and C N B , the vector space hom B (M, N) may naturally be equipped with a left C-action and a right A-action. Indeed, these are defined as
respectively. We write C hom B (M, N) A to indicate this bimodule structure, and we always assume these left and right actions unless otherwise indicated.
Recall that from any algebra A we obtain an opposite algebra A op . This is the k-algebra which has the same underlying vector space as A, and the same unit, but where the multiplication is inverted. For notational ease, we denote multiplication using juxtaposition when it is clear which algebra A is at play; the notation ⋆ indicates when we are multiplying in the opposite algebra.
Finally, recall that any left A-module can be viewed as right A op -module. Indeed, for M a left A-module we can consider the following right A op -action
It is readily checked that this does indeed define a right action. In a similar fashion, bimodules A M B may be viewed as bimodules B op M A op . We will make this kind of switch tacitly when no confusion is to be feared.
Finite categories and dualisability
In this section we provide a review of well-known material, mainly following [6, 7, 5 ]. This will be useful both to give a precise characterisation of the bifunctor Rep, and in view of the general setting of Section 7.
3.1. Finite linear categories. For k a fixed ground field, recall that a linear category is an abelian category enriched over Vect k , the symmetric monoidal category of k-vector spaces, not necessarily finite-dimensional. A linear functor is an additive functor which is also a functor of Vect k -enriched categories. As pointed out in [2] , following [5, 16] one obtains
Proposition 3.5. The bifunctor Rep is an equivalence of bicategories
Remark. The bifunctor Rep is actually an equivalence of symmetric monoidal bicategories. See [16] for details on symmetric monoidal structures on bicategories.
Full dualisability.
We now recall some basic notions concerning adjoints for 1-morphisms in bicategories and full-dualisability. Let B be a bicategory. Similarly, we have the notion of a left adjoint of a 1-morphism. An adjunction f ⊣ g is a collection ( f, g, ǫ, η) such that g is a right adjoint to f via ǫ and η. We say that f ⊣ g is an adjoint equivalence if ǫ and η are invertible 2-morphisms.
The following theorem will be useful in later sections.
Theorem 3.7 ([8])
. Let B be a bicategory, and let f be an equivalence in B. Then f is part of an adjoint equivalence f ⊣ g.
Remark.
As remarked in [8] , the theorem above guarantees something stronger than the existence of an adjoint equivalence. Indeed, given an equivalence f : x → y in B, a (pseudo) inverse g and a 2-isomorphism α : f • g ≃ id y , there exists a unique adjoint equivalence ( f, g, ǫ, η) with ǫ = α.
Example 3.8. Let C be a monoidal category. If we regard C as a bicategory with a single object, then a 1-morphism x admits a right (resp. left) adjoint if and only if x admits a left (resp. right) dual as an object in C.
Definition 3.9. A bicategory B is said to admit duals for 1-morphisms if any 1-morphism admits a right and a left adjoint.
In the following we recall the definition of duals in symmetric monoidal bicategories; see [16] for details. Remark. The statement regarding the zig-zag equations means that for any dualisable object x ∈ B there are isomorphisms
See for instance [13] .
Definition 3.11. A symmetric monoidal bicategory B is said to admit duals for objects if any object is dualisable.
We can combine the two requests on a bicategory via the following
Definition 3.12. A symmetric monoidal bicategory B is said to be fully dualisable if it admits duals for objects and 1-morphisms.
Given a symmetric monoidal bicategory B, we denote with B f d the maximal sub-bicategory of B which is fully dualisable. An object in B f d is called fully dualisable.
We now discuss the fully dualisable part of the (symmetric monoidal 3 ) bicategories of interest for the present work, namely Alg 2 and LinCat k ; our main reference will be Appendix A of [2] .
From [4, 16] it follows that Alg
corresponds to the full sub-bicategory of Alg 2 spanned by semi-simple 4 (finite-dimensional) k-algebras. Note that any finite-dimensional module over a semi-simple finite-dimensional algebra is automatically projective; see Appendix A.1.
To discuss the fully dualisable part of LinCat k , we need first the following Remark. The definition of a Kapranov-Voevodsky vector space provided above is slightly different from that in [11] ; see Section 7 for comments.
Duality involutions and functors
In this section we briefly recall the notion of a duality involution on a bicategory as introduced in [17] , which we also use as the main source for the details needed in the present section.
In the following, A and B denote bicategories. 
In other words, A co is the bicategory obtained from A by reversing 2-morphisms.
One has that any bifunctor F : A → B induces a bifunctor F co : A co → B co , defined in the obvious way, and similarly for natural transformations and their modifications 6 .
Definition 4.2. A weak duality involution on A is the following collection of data:
• a pseudofunctor (−)
Note that any right exact functor between semi-simple abelian categories is automatically left exact. 6 Beware of the fact that θ co : γ co → η co for a modification θ : η → γ . and • an invertible modification ζ, given in components by (13) ζ
satisfying a compatibility diagram; see [17] .
In the case in which (−)
• is a strict 7 bifunctor, y is a strict binatural isomorphism, and ζ is the identity modification, we have a strong duality involution on A. Moreover, if in the case before y is the identity as well, we have a strict duality involution on A.
A prototypical example of a (strict) duality involution is provided by taking the opposite category. Indeed, denote with Cat the 2-category of small categories, and consider the following 2-functor (14) (−) op : Cat co → Cat defined as follows:
• to a category C it assigns the opposite category C op ; • to a functor F between C and D it assigns the opposite functor F op between C op and D op ; and • to a natural transformation ǫ between F and G it assigns the opposite natural transformation ǫ op between G op and F op .
Note that (−) op is defined on Cat co since taking the opposite of a natural transformation between functors changes its direction.
Since taking the opposite twice is strictly the identity operation, we can choose the components of y to be the identity 1-cells; moreover, we can choose the 2-cells witnessing the naturality to be identity 2-cells as well. Finally, if we choose the components of ζ to be identity 2-cells also, one can easily show that the above data satisfy the required compatibility diagram. Hence, we have that (−) op canonically provides a strict duality involution on Cat. It is interesting to notice at this point that taking the opposite category does not provide a strict duality involution on LinCat k . Indeed, though the opposite category of a finite linear category is again a finite linear category, the opposite of a right exact functor is left exact. On the other hand, (−) op does provide a strict duality involution on KV k , since morphisms between KV-vector spaces are exact functors. 
satisfying a compatibility diagram involving ζ, y and i; see [17] .
Similar to the case of a weak duality involution, we have the notion of a strong duality pseudofunctor and strict duality pseudofunctor.
The notion of a duality pseudofunctor allows to formulate the following theorem, which is one the main results in [17] . The theorem above is essentially a coherence theorem for bicategories with duality involutions, which ensures that there is no loss in generality in considering only strict duality involutions. In [17] , the theorem is proven by using the theory of 2-monads and representable multicategories.
In the following, which constitutes the main result of the present work, we provide a concrete illustration of the above theorem involving naturally occurring bicategories with duality involutions, namely Alg
and KV k considered in Section 3.
Remark. Morita bicategories of algebras have a natural generalisation to the case of (∞, 1)-categories [10] . Morever, the constructions can be reiterated to higher algebraic structures, such as E n -algebras [10, 9] . It would therefore be interesting to properly develop a theory of duality involutions adapted to the ∞-world.
A duality involution on Alg f d 2
In this section we explicitely construct a weak duality involution on the Morita bicategory Alg
In the next section we will then prove that such a weak duality involution strictifies to the duality involution on KV k described in Section 4.
Consider the bifunctor
defined as follows:
• to an object, i.e an algebra A it assigns A • := A op , the opposite algebra; • to a 1-morphism, i.e. a bimodule A M B it assigns ( A M B )
• := A op (hom B (M, B) ) B op 8 ; and • to a 2-morphism, i.e. an intertwiner f it assigns f
• := f * .
In the above definition, f * denotes the adjoint map, namely it is given by the operation "precompose with f ".
For (−)
• to be a bifunctor, we need to specify invertible 2-morphisms in Alg
• and (17) 1
First, notice that we have the following isomorphisms of (C, A)-bimodules Consider now the natural isomorphism of algebras
It is straightforward to check that the above isomorphism is an isomorphism of (A, A)-bimodules, where we canonically regard A op equipped with the (A op ) op = A left and right actions. By regarding them both as (A op , A op )-bimodules we obtain the isomorphism (17) .
Notice that the required naturality with respect to 2-morphisms of the isomorphism (16) and (17) is guaranteed by the naturality of the various isomorphisms of bimodules involved.
Remark. The isomorphisms above, in particular (16) , are available because the objects of Alg f d 2 are finite-dimensional semisimple algebras, and hence all bimodules are projective.
We now proceed to construct the pseudonatural adjoint equivalence y and the modification ζ required in definition 4.2.
Following [8] , for y it is enough to give the data of a pseudonatural transformation of bifunctors
whose associated 1-and 2-morphisms are invertible, each in the appropriate sense. More precisely, we need a family of invertible 1-morphisms y A , and a family of invertible 2-morphisms y M , such that y A : A → ((A)
• ) • = A, and such that the y M witnesses the "commutativity" of the squares For the invertible modification ζ we need to specify invertible 2-cells
For fixed A, we choose as ζ A the inverse of the isomorphism
A op = y A • which already appeared as part of the coherence data for the bifunctor (−)
• , namely in (16) .
We can now state the following
Theorem 5.1. The bifunctor (−)
• together with y and ζ defines a weak duality involu-
We have deferred the proof of the above theorem to Appendix A.1 is duality involution.
Remark. The weak duality involution (−)
• on Alg
can be regarded as an instance of the procedure outlined in [17, Ex. 2.10]. Our concrete description is needed in order to prove the main theorem in Section 6.
Remark. We find it interesting to notice that the data needed to make (−)
• into a duality involution is entirely produced from the coherence data needed to define Alg 2 and the pseudofunctor (−)
• itself. A similar remark applies to the duality involution on KV k , though the coherence data in this case is trivial.
Rep as a duality pseudofunctor
In this section we show that the bifunctor Rep : Alg f d 2 → KV k introduced in Section 3 can be canonically equipped with the structure of a duality pseudofunctor.
According to Definition 4.3, we need to provide a pseudonatural adjoint equivalence i and a modification θ satisfying a compatibility diagram. Definition of i: we need to specify a pseudonatural equivalence of the following form
Rep This consists of a family of invertible 1-morphisms in KV
, and a family of invertible 2-morphisms
for every bimodule A M B , satisfying the usual pseudonaturality conditions. Define i A to be the additive functor which • to any right A-module V A assigns the right A op -module V
For any bimodule A M B , let i M be the natural isomorphism whose component at V ∈ (RepA) op is given by the canonical isomorphism
• obtained by combining the various theorems 9 in Appendix A.1. We leave to the reader to check that i M is indeed a natural isomorphism.
Lemma 6.1. The family
gives rise to a pseudonatural transformation.
To make i into a pseudonatural adjoint equivalence, we show that i is an equivalence, and invoke Theorem , and the subsequent remark.
We define a (pseudo) inverse i , whose component of 1-morphisms are To make i and i into an equivalence pair, we consider as unit the invertible modification ǫ whose component at A is the natural isomorphism
the component of which at V ∈ (RepA) op is the canonical isomorphism
provided by Theorem A.27 in Appendix A.1. By Theorem 6, we can consider the unique adjoint equivalence in
• ) associated to i, i ✷ and ǫ. Definition of θ: Now we construct a modification θ whose components are invertible 2-morphisms in KV k of the following form
op and (−) ⊗ A A. We choose its component at V ∈ RepA to be the isomorphism
obtained as the following composition of canonical isomorphisms
where the first one is the inverse of the isomorphism in (33). We following is easily checked. We can now prove our main theorem Proof. We need to check that i and θ satisfy the commutativity diagram 10 in [17] .
Namely, we need to show that ∀A ∈ Alg
where (ζ A ) * denotes the natural transformation induced by ζ A .
To help the reader in the pasting procedure, one can regard the diagram (37) to be of the following globular form (39)
while the diagram (38) has the following form
Notice that the diagram in [17] contains a small typo.
For V ∈ (RepA) op , the pasting of the diagram (37) gives rise to the following isomorphism
where the second isomorphism is provided by the inverse of (29).
On the other hand, the pasting of the diagram in (38) gives rise to the following isomorphism
To see that (41) and (42) are equal, notice that the following diagram commutes
where 1 V denotes the canonical isomorphism V → V ⊗ A A, and ψ V denotes the isomorphism in Appendix A.1, Theorem A.28. This is due to the fact that
and that by definition (θ
This follows from the definition of the isomorphism in (29). If we combine the two diagrams we obtain the following commutative diagram
The upper composition corresponds to the isomorphism (41), while the lower composition corresponds to the isomorphism (42), after we notice that 1
The general setting
In this section we briefly describe a general setting for the results discussed in the previous sections. We provide compact definitions of known concepts, and leave the full details of the various statements to future developments.
Algebras in finite tensor categories and their Morita bicategory.
In the following C denotes a symmetric semisimple finite tensor 11 category. In other words, C is a symmetric fusion category; we refer to [6] for details concerning finite tensor categories and symmetric monoidal structures. The following definition is standard. Though an algebra is technically a triple (A, m, u) , we refer to A as an algebra. A morphism of algebras is a morphism in C which is compatible with the multiplication map and the unit in an obvious manner.
Since C is symmetric monoidal, we can define the opposite algebra A op .
Definition 7.2. Let A be an algebra in C.
The oppositite algebra A op is given by equipping A with the following multiplication
where σ A,A denotes the braiding isomorphism of A.
We moreover have the notion of a right A-module.
Definition 7.3. For an algebra A in C, a right A-module is an object M in C equipped with a morphism
(47) M ⊗ A ρ − → M
called a right action of A, which satisfies appropriate commutative diagrams.
A left A-module is defined analogously. Similar to the rest of the paper, when we want to emphasize that an object M in C is a right (resp. left) A-module, we use the notation M A (resp. A M).
For A and B algebras in C, an (A, B)-bimodule M is an object in C which is a left A-module and a right B-module, and such that the two actions are compatible. We use A M B to denote (A, B)-bimodules.
The following lemma is standard as well.
Lemma 7.4. Let (M, ρ) be a right A-module. Then the morphism
(48) A ⊗ M σ A,M − −− → M ⊗ A ρ − → M
equips M with the structure of a left A op -module.
Similarly, any left A-module is canonically a right A op -module. A morphism between A-modules is naturally defined as a morphism in C which is compatible with the action ρ. In particular, right (resp. left) A-modules form a k-linear category Mod A (resp. A Mod). Moreover, both Mod A and A Mod are k-linear abelian categories. The notion of tensor product of A-modules can be expressed in general terms. (M A , ρ M ) and ( A N, ρ N ) be A-modules. The tensor product M ⊗ A N is defined as the following coequalizer diagram
Definition 7.6. Let
Since C is abelian, the coequalizer above is given by the cokernel of the morphism ρ M ⊗ id N − id M ⊗ ρ N . Hence tensor products of modules always exist.
One can show that for bimodules A M B and B N C , the tensor product M ⊗ B N carries canonically the structure of an (A, C)-bimodule, and that the usual canonical isomorphisms are guaranteed. Namely, we have that (M⊗ B N)
It is natural then to consider the following 12
Definition 7.7. The Morita bicategory Alg 2 (C) of algebras in C is the bicategory where:
• the objects are algebras in C;
• the 1-morphisms are bimodules; and • the 2-morphisms are morphisms between bimodules.
Composition of 1-morphisms is given by tensoring of bimodules, and the unit 1-morphism for any algebra A is given by A itself regarded as an (A, A)-bimodule.
Notice that since C is symmetric monoidal, the tensor product A ⊗ B for algebras A and B in C is canonically an algebra. One can indeed show that the tensor product in C induces a symmetric monoidal structure on Alg 2 (C). Moreover, every object A in Alg 2 (C) admits a dual object with respect to this monoidal structure, namely A op . More precisely, we have the following
Lemma 7.8. Let A be an algebra in C. Then its dual is given by the opposite algebra A op , and as evaluation and coevaluation we can take A regarded as an
In the lemma above, 1 C denotes the tensor unit in C. We can then consider the fully dualisable subcategory Alg Proof. The proof is obtained by closely mimicing that in [16] .
Remark. For C = Vect f k , we have that Alg 2 (C) = Alg 2 . Remark. Notice that the "finite-dimensionality" condition on A is subsumed by the fact that C is rigid. Following the ideas and techniques discussed in the previous sections, we formulate the following Claim 7.11. The bifunctor (−)
• can be canonically made into a weak duality involution on Alg
Remark. Similar to Section 5, the coherence data for (−)
• arise from the universal properties of adjoints of 1-morphisms in a bicategory.
Module categories.
In this section we introduce a substitute for KV-vector spaces, in order to be able to construct a bifunctor Rep from Alg f d 2 (C). In the following, C is a category satisfying the same assumptions as in Section 7.1. Also here, our main references are [6, 5] . A right C-module category can be similarly defined. Right C-module functors and natural transformations can be defined similarly.
Left C-module categories together with left exact C-module functors and C-module natural transformations form a 2-category Mod(C).
Example 7.15. Let A be an algebra in C. Then Mod A is canonically a left C-module category via the functor
Remark. In [11] , 2-vector spaces were introduced as module categories over Vect k with additional properties. In the following, we assume that all our module categories M are semi-simple as abelian categories. This is done in view of the following Let M be a left (semi-simple) C-module category, and consider the following composition of monoidal functors
where the first functor is the one given by Theorem 7.16, and where (−) R , (−) rev and (−) mp denote taking the right adjoint, taking the monoidally opposite category, and taking the monoidally opposite opposite category, respectively.
The monoidal functor in (52) canonically provides a monoidal functor C rev → End(M op ), and consequently 14 a monoidal functor C → End(M op ). In other words, the composition above defines a left C-module structure on M op . For notational clarity we denote by M
• the C-module category M op equipped with the module structure above. Notice that we have a canonical identification M •• ≃ M as left C-module categories 15 .
14 Recall that C is symmetric monoidal, hence C rev ≃ C. 15 This is essentially due to the fact that for any pair of functors F and G between categories,
Remark. Any category M enriched over C as above can be canonically given the structure of a left C-module structure. Then M • is the left C-module category corresponding to the opposite of M as a C-enriched category 16 .
One can argue straightforwardly that for any (exact) C-module functor F : M → N, the opposite functor F op can be given the structure of a C-module functor F
• between M • and N • . The story is similar for natural transformations. Let Mod ss (C) denote the 2-category of semi-simple left C-module categories, exact C-module functors and C-module natural transformations.
Consider the pseudofunctor 
is a right exact C-module functor.
We can now consider the following pseudofunctor
• to a separable algebra A it assigns the semi-simple C-module category Mod A ; • to a bimodule A M B it assigns (−) ⊗ A M : Mod A → Mod B ; and
• to a morphism f : M → N it assigns the associated natural transformation (−) ⊗ A M ⇒ (−) ⊗ A N. The fact that the above is a pseudofunctor is a corollary of the properties of algebra bimodules and their tensor product. Indeed, the coherence data can be defined as in Section 5.
We conclude the paper with the statement of a result that can be straightforwardly obtained following the lines of the special case proven in Section 6. 
Appendix
A.1. Background on modules over finite-dimensional algebras. In the following, we recall the basic material we need regarding finite-dimensional modules over finite-dimensional k-algebras. We fix a field k which is of characteristic 0 and algebraically closed. We will mainly follow [18] , to which we refer the reader for the proofs of the various statements.
Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra. Recall that the category Mod A of finite-dimensional right modules over A is an abelian category. Recall also that for any right A-module M, the vector space hom A (M, A) comes equipped canonically with a left A-module structure induced by left multiplication on A. We recall also the notion of tensor product over an algebra Again, if X is a (C, A)-bimodule, it is routine to check that the isomorphism in Theorem A.29 is C-linear.
A.2. Proof of Theorem 5.1. We need to verify that ζ satisfies the compatibility required for a weak duality involution as stated in [17] . Namely, we need to show that for any A ∈ Alg The LHS of (61) is then given by the isomorphism
Remark. In the definitions above, the multiplication is always performed in A.
On the other hand, the RHS of (61) Note now that ∀x ∈ A op we have the following
where for clarity we use · to denote an A-action, and ⋆ to denote an A op -action. Hence the isomorphism in (65) is explicitely given by
which agrees with the LHS in (61). ✷
